
Introduction

The Giving Tree ESL Lesson Plan is designed to introduce students to the classic

children's book "The Giving Tree" by Shel Silverstein. This lesson plan aims to

engage students in a thought-provoking discussion about selflessness, kindness,

and the concept of giving. Through this topic, students will not only enhance their

English language skills but also explore important themes that promote empathy

and understanding. The story provides an excellent opportunity for language

development as students delve into vocabulary, reading comprehension, and

critical thinking activities.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Generosity The quality of being kind and generous

Selflessness Concern more with the needs and wishes of others than with one's own

Sacrifice Giving up something for the benefit of others

Contentment A state of happiness and satisfaction

Compassion Sympathetic pity and concern for the sufferings or misfortunes of others

Contextual Usage

1. Generosity: The boy showed generosity by sharing his apples with the tree.



2. Selflessness: The tree's selflessness was evident as it continued to give to the

boy without expecting anything in return.

3. Sacrifice: The tree made a great sacrifice by giving its branches, trunk, and

even its stump to fulfill the boy's needs.

4. Contentment: The tree found contentment in seeing the boy happy, despite

giving away everything it had.

5. Compassion: The story highlights the theme of compassion as the tree always

cared for the boy's well-being.

ESL Warm-up Activity

To set the tone for the lesson, start with a warm-up activity that encourages

students to think about acts of kindness and generosity. Begin by asking students to

share a time when someone did something kind for them or when they did

something kind for someone else. This will not only engage the students but also

introduce them to the theme of giving and selflessness, which are central to "The

Giving Tree" story. Encourage the use of vocabulary related to kindness and

generosity during this discussion to familiarize students with the key terms they will

encounter in the lesson.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Activity: Word Wall

Create a word wall with the key terms from "The Giving Tree" story. Divide the class

into small groups and provide each group with a set of key terms. Instruct them to

create visual representations of the words, including drawings, definitions, and

example sentences. Encourage group discussions to ensure understanding of the

vocabulary.

Listening Activity: Story Retelling



Play an audio recording of "The Giving Tree" or read it aloud to the class. Then,

divide the students into pairs and have them take turns retelling the story to each

other. This activity will not only improve listening skills but also reinforce

comprehension and storytelling abilities.

Roleplay Activity: Character Dialogues

Assign each student a character from "The Giving Tree" and ask them to create a

dialogue between their character and another character or an inanimate object

from the story. This activity encourages creativity, language use, and understanding

of character perspectives.

Reading and Writing Activity: Letter Writing

Ask students to imagine themselves as either the boy or the tree from the story.

Have them write a letter expressing their feelings, thoughts, or apologies to the

other character based on their perspective. This activity promotes empathy, writing

skills, and critical thinking.

ESL Homework Assignment

For homework, students can be tasked with writing a short story or drawing a series

of illustrations that depict an act of kindness or selflessness. This assignment

reinforces the themes explored in "The Giving Tree" and encourages students to

reflect on the importance of giving and compassion in their own lives. Additionally,

they can be asked to identify and explain instances of generosity or sacrifice they

observe in their daily lives, fostering a deeper understanding of the lesson's

concepts.

Conclusion



Summary

The ESL lesson plan on "The Giving Tree" has delved into the themes of generosity,

selflessness, and compassion through engaging activities and discussions. Students

have explored vocabulary related to these concepts, practiced listening and

speaking skills, and honed their writing abilities while reflecting on the story's

characters.

Reflection

As students reflect on this lesson, they can consider how the themes of giving and

sacrifice apply to their own lives. They can also contemplate how the language

skills they've developed can be used to express empathy, describe acts of kindness,

and engage in meaningful conversations about important values.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

"The Giving Tree" ESL Lesson Plan is an excellent topic for ESL learning as it not

only enhances language skills but also introduces students to valuable life lessons.

The story's themes of kindness, selflessness, and compassion provide a meaningful

context for language acquisition, allowing students to engage with the material on

a deeper level. Additionally, the various activities associated with this lesson plan

cater to different learning styles, making it an inclusive and effective tool for

language development.


